
Facebook Marketing Strategy 2022



84% of US Millennials are active users,
making them the largest audience. Men
aged 25-34, account for 19% of total
potential reach. 

 

Statistics/Demographics

US users aged 65 or older grew
from 26% to 40% between
2018-2019. 

https://www.advertisemint.com/facebook-advertising-statistics-for-2020-every-marketer-should-know/
https://www.advertisemint.com/facebook-advertising-statistics-for-2020-every-marketer-should-know/
https://sproutsocial.com/insights/facebook-stats-for-marketers/


Statistics/Demographics

The highest global Facebook traffic
occurs on Wednesday and Thursday,
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Facebook Stories maintains
300 million daily active users





We know we live on our
phones, but the statistics
may surprise you.

Mobile Usage
Cut the clicks! Make
purchasing as seamless as
possible.

In-App Purchasing

Key Trends.

People need stimulation. A
stagnant image isn't
cutting it anymore.

Video is King



Video is King.

Photo posts currently hold an estimated 4.36%
engagement rate, whilst video content posts
hold an estimated 6.04% engagement rate.

 

Video content is shared by people more
than 89 times more than other types of
social media content!

 

https://www.advertisemint.com/facebook-advertising-statistics-for-2020-every-marketer-should-know/
https://www.advertisemint.com/facebook-advertising-statistics-for-2020-every-marketer-should-know/


What Counts?
If a Facebook video is watched for longer than
3 seconds, it counts as a view. If it is watched
for longer than 10 seconds, it means that
viewers are actively digesting your content. 
A 15-30 second average is highly impressive.
60% of all videos published on the internet in
2020 were under 2 minutes long.

 

https://99firms.com/blog/facebook-video-statistics/#gref


Video Statistics.

A recent study found that 85% of Facebook videos
are viewed without sound. The majority of videos
begin playing without audio, so it's vital to focus
on visuals to grab the viewer's attention.

 

Square Facebook videos get, on average,
35% more views than landscape videos.

https://www.facebook.com/business/news/making-it-easier-to-build-mobile-first-video-ads
https://www.facebook.com/business/news/making-it-easier-to-build-mobile-first-video-ads
https://www.facebook.com/business/news/making-it-easier-to-build-mobile-first-video-ads
https://www.facebook.com/business/news/making-it-easier-to-build-mobile-first-video-ads


Businesses are not
posting video content as
often as you think, so
frequently posting video
content will make you
stand out from the crowd.

 



The Mobile Experience.

Facebook users prefer a mobile app experience
over desktop. Marketers need to create content
optimized for mobile viewing and stories.

 

When Stories are used with News Feed Campaigns
and placement optimization, it is estimated that
Facebook ad performance may increase by up to 26%.

 

https://www.facebook.com/business/news/making-it-easier-to-build-mobile-first-video-ads
https://www.facebook.com/business/news/making-it-easier-to-build-mobile-first-video-ads


Let's Talk Advertising.

TikTok ads are ranked as more inspiring and
enjoyable than ads on other platforms. 

 

81% of shoppers use social media to discover new brands
and research products. Letting these users checkout or
contact companies in the same app just makes sense.

https://blog.hootsuite.com/social-commerce/#:~:text=already%20hanging%20out.-,81%25%20of%20shoppers,-research%20products%20on
https://blog.hootsuite.com/social-commerce/#:~:text=already%20hanging%20out.-,81%25%20of%20shoppers,-research%20products%20on


So, how do we apply this?



Best Practices

Keep the videos 15 seconds or less. It is a waste of
time and resources to make something longer if
people aren't going to watch to the end. 
All videos need to be mobile friendly. That means
closed captioning and an aspect ratio that's
appealing on phones.

Square videos for ads, story videos.

11AM-2PM or mornings. Make sure your
posts/ads are made for and targeting SMALL
nets of people. Don't forget millennials are on
Facebook, it's not all Boomers.

Post at optimal times for optimal
audiences.



Just posting won't cut it anymore. Stories and real
engagement are vital for traction in conjunction
with our ad campaigns. 
Make your content fit with Facebook for seamless
integration. People don't like to feel like they're
watching an ad, that's why TikTok ads are doing so
well. 
Make your process seamless. People are
comfortable on Facebook, so if you have the
opportunity to make a sale via Facebook's seller
platform, do it! Just put a few of your best sellers to
start. If you're not selling, make Facebook a primary
way to contact customers for quick questions.  

Utilize All Of Facebook

Best Practices



Facebook Messenger
Stories Ads

Recommended size: 1280 by 720 pixels
Supported aspect ratios: 16:9 to 1.91:1
Recommended specs: Maximum size of 4GB, and
have a maximum frame rate of 30fps.

Facebook Carousel
Video Ads

Recommended size: 1080 by 1080 pixels
Minimum size, landscape video: 600 by 315 pixels 
Minimum size, square video: 600 by 600 pixels
Recommended specs: Maximum frame rate
allowable is 30fps, and maximum file size is 4GB.

Facebook Aspect Ratios



Let KARMA jack manage
your social media so you
can do what you do best. 
Contact us today!

karmajack.com
(800) 457-7751


